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Abstract
Monte Carlo rendering systems can produce important visual effects such as depth of field, motion blur, and area lighting, but
the rendered images suffer from objectionable noise at low sampling rates. Although years of research in image processing has
produced powerful denoising algorithms, most of them assume that the noise is spatially-invariant over the entire image and
cannot be directly applied to denoise Monte Carlo rendering. In this paper, we propose a new approach that enables the use of
any spatially-invariant image denoising technique to remove the noise in Monte Carlo renderings. Our key insight is to use a
noise estimation metric to locally identify the amount of noise in different parts of the image, coupled with a multilevel algorithm
that denoises the image in a spatially-varying manner using a standard denoising technique. We also propose a new way to
perform adaptive sampling that uses the noise estimation metric to identify the noisy regions in which to place more samples.
We show that our framework runs in a few seconds with modern denoising algorithms and produces results that outperform
state-of-the-art techniques in Monte Carlo rendering.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): Computing Methodologies [I.3.7]: Computer Graphics—ThreeDimensional Graphics and Realism

1. Introduction
Monte Carlo (MC) rendering systems produce photorealistic
images by evaluating multidimensional integrals that model
the physical process of light transport in a complex scene.
They estimate these integrals through random point-sample
calculations that converge to the exact value of the integral
with a variance that is reduced as O(1/N) with the number
of samples. This means that when the number of samples
is small, we get error in the approximation of the integral
which appears in the final image as noise. However, many
samples need to be computed in order to reduce the variance to acceptable levels, which affects the applicability of
Monte Carlo rendering systems for modern production environments.
The problem of reducing noise in Monte Carlo rendering has been the subject of extensive research since
Cook et al. [CPC84] introduced the method to the rendering community. Recently, there has been renewed interest in tackling the problem with denoising/filtering approaches [ODR09, DSHL10, BEM11, RKZ11, SD12]. Curiously, most of these techniques use fairly simple filters (e.g.,
Gaussian kernels, cross-bilateral filters) for denoising. Perhaps the most sophisticated denoising algorithm is that of
adaptive wavelet rendering (AWR) [ODR09] which modifies a simple, wavelet-based denoising method called softthresholding [Don95] to make it spatially-varying for the
rendering application. However, this has several shortcomc 2013 The Author(s)
Computer Graphics Forum c 2013 The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishing Ltd. Published by Blackwell Publishing, 9600 Garsington Road, Oxford OX4 2DQ, UK
and 350 Main Street, Malden, MA 02148, USA.

ings, such as still requiring a sizable number of samples to
produce reasonable results (at least 32 samples/pixel).
In the image processing community, on the other hand,
there have been many powerful denoising algorithms proposed over the past few years, many of them inspired by soft
thresholding. However, most of these algorithms assume that
the noise is spatially-invariant and does not change globally
across the image. This is not true in our application since
the noise due to the random parameters in the MC rendering
system is often local and spatially-varying [SD12]. Therefore, conventional wisdom in the rendering community is
that these powerful methods cannot be applied to the problem of denoising MC rendering.
The goal of this work is to develop a framework to harness the power of standard, spatially-invariant denoising algorithms to address the problem of noise in Monte Carlo
rendering. Rather than modifying a specific denoising algorithm for our rendering application as in the AWR method,
we want to be able to use any spatially-invariant method for
noise reduction. Our key insight is that we can do this by first
applying a metric that accurately estimates the noise level’s
standard deviation at every local region in the image. Once
this is known, we can then use a multilevel algorithm to efficiently apply a spatially-invariant denoising method to the
entire image with a small set of different noise parameters,
and combine the results to produce the final noise-free image. Our algorithm is mostly intended to be used as a post-
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process filtering step (i.e., we first render our samples with
standard Monte Carlo techniques and then denoise the result [ODR09, DSHL10, SD12]). However, the noise estimation metric can also be used to guide an adaptive sampling
step. Our final algorithm is simple and fast, taking on the order of seconds to denoise a rendered image. Our results are
also visibly better than those produced with state-of-the-art
Monte Carlo approaches.
2. Previous Work in Monte Carlo Rendering
The use of Monte Carlo algorithms for rendering was introduced by Cook et al. [CPC84, Coo86] in their seminal work
that extended standard Whitted ray-tracing [Whi80] to produce a variety of interesting effects, such as depth of field
and motion blur. Since then, researchers have been exploring
a variety of algorithms to reduce the MC noise and produce
high-quality images in less time.
2.1. Adaptive and Reprojection Techniques
Several approaches use adaptive sampling to place more
samples in the noisy regions and reduce noise. These techniques usually use a local measure of color variance to determine where to place more samples [Whi80, Mit87, RFS03].
However, it can often be difficult to tell if the high variance comes from the Monte Carlo noise or from scene
detail [SD12]. Other adaptive algorithms place samples at
the vertices of a grid or use a hierarchical data structure
that increases resolution in areas that require more samples
(e.g., [Kaj86]). These approaches interpolate between samples and have been extended to observe edge boundaries
(e.g., [Guo98, BWG03]) to improve the rendered results.
More recently, the multidimensional adaptive sampling
algorithm (MDAS) of Hachisuka et al. [HJW∗ 08], adaptively samples the space by looking for rapidly changing
sample values in all dimensions of integration. Although
it can handle general Monte Carlo effects, it suffers from
the curse of dimensionality as the number of dimensions increases, so the algorithm performs best when the number of
parameters is low.
Soler et al. [SSD∗ 09] proposed to leverage sparsity in the
Fourier domain to place samples efficiently for scenes with
depth of field, while Egan et al. [ETH∗ 09,EDR11,EHDR11]
addressed the noise of a single Monte Carlo effect with a
specialized adaptive sampling scheme in conjunction with a
sheared reconstruction filter. All of these approaches focus
on specific Monte Carlo effects and are not general.
Finally, Lehtinen et al. [LAC∗ 11] exploited the anisotropy
of the integrand in MC algorithms by efficiently reusing (or
reprojecting) an initial sparse set of samples to get a denser
sampling. Their method can handle depth of field, motion
blur and soft shadow effects. More recently, Lehtinen et
al. [LALD12] extended the idea of reprojection to handle
global illumination.

2.2. Filtering Approaches to Noise Removal
There have been a variety of MC noise filtering methods proposed in the past (e.g., [LR90,RW94,JC95]). In order to preserve edges and detail in the scene, some previous filtering
methods have used anisotropic diffusion [McC99], bilateral
filters [XP05, DSHL10], or guided image filters [BEM11].
Parametric methods for noise reduction have also been explored, such as the work of Meyer and Anderson [MA06]
that removes indirect illumination noise from animated sequences by projecting the noisy images into a compressed
PCA basis. Chen et al. [CWW∗ 11] combined depth map
with pixel variance map to guide sampling and proposed a
multiscale reconstruction method for depth of field effect.
These approaches often focus on specific effects and cannot
handle general Monte Carlo effects.
Recently, Rousselle et al. [RKZ11] proposed an iterative,
adaptive filtering method with two steps. In the first step,
they select a Gaussian filter scale for each pixel after computing some samples that minimizes its reconstruction error.
In the second step, they adaptively place new samples based
on the filter scale selected and go back to the first step. Because of using a simple Gaussian filter in the reconstruction
stage, they need enough samples/pixel to produce relatively
noise-free results (32 samples/pixel in their cases).
In their paper, Rouselle et al. mention that they did not use
more advanced image denoising techniques because of the
commonly-held belief that these would not work for rendering since they assume a global noise model. Our framework,
on the other hand, estimates the noise level at every pixel
of the rendered image and therefore can leverage more advanced image denoising techniques. Thus, we can get better
results for images with a high amount of noise.
Finally, Sen and Darabi [SD12] recently proposed a new
filtering approach called random parameter filtering (RPF)
where the functional dependency between the scene features
and the random parameters are used to guide a cross-bilateral
filter to remove noise but preserve detail. This algorithm
can also handle general Monte Carlo effects, but the simple
cross-bilateral filter used in RPF can often overblur scene
detail or leave noise behind. Our method works better, as we
will show in the results section.
2.3. Wavelet-based Rendering Methods
Our algorithm uses wavelets to estimate the noise level at
every pixel, which have also been used in the past to address
problems in Monte Carlo rendering. For example, Bolin
and Meyer [BM98] proposed to use a wavelet hierarchy to
model the visual system and adaptively place samples. Clarberg et al. [CJAMJ05] proposed to use a Haar wavelet basis to represent the environment map and surface BRDF,
and demonstrated how to evaluate their product efficiently
in the wavelet domain in order to perform efficient importance sampling. More recently, Sen and Darabi [SD11] used
c 2013 The Author(s)
c 2013 The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishing Ltd.
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compressed sensing to reconstruct the final image assuming
that it was sparse in the wavelet basis.
Perhaps the most integrated use of wavelets in Monte
Carlo rendering is the adaptive wavelet rendering (AWR) algorithm of Overbeck et al. [ODR09]. AWR uses a new adaptive sampling metric computed by subtracting the wavelet
transform of sample variances from the wavelet magnitudes.
For reconstruction (denoising), it uses a modification of a
standard soft-thresholding denoising method [Don95] described in the next section. However, as pointed out by the
authors, this creates a tradeoff between noise and wavelet artifacts, so images produced with less than 32 samples/pixel
have visible wavelet ringing. Our algorithm, on the other
hand, can use any modern denoising method and therefore
does not have the artifacts of a simple soft-thresholding.
3. Background in Image Denoising
Image denoising is an important problem in the image processing community and many powerful methods have been
developed to remove noise but preserve detail. These approaches typically formulate the problem by assuming the
noise is Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) added to
the ground truth image x:
y p = x p + n,

(1)

where subscript p is the pixel coordinate and n is zero-mean
Gaussian noise, with standard deviation σ constant for all
pixels in the image. The goal of denoising is therefore to
estimate x given the noisy input image y and σ. This formulation inherently assumes stationary noise (constant over
the entire frame), which is a reasonable assumption in image processing (where the noise typically comes from the
sensor), but not in Monte Carlo rendering where the noise
comes from the MC process itself.
One powerful tool for image denoising is the wavelet
transform. The basic idea behind wavelet image denoising
is to transform the noisy input image to the wavelet domain,
apply a denoising step, and then transform it back to the spatial domain:
x̃ = W −1 (D(W(y), σ)),
where x̃ is the estimate of the noise-free image and D is the
denoising step that takes the noisy wavelet coefficients and
the noise standard deviation σ as input. Two of the oldest
wavelet denoising methods are hard/soft thresholding [DJ94,
Don95]. In hard thresholding, the detail wavelet coefficients
below a certain threshold are simply set to zero, i.e.,

ŷk if ŷk > t
ˆx̃k =
(2)
0 otherwise
where ŷk ispthe detail wavelet coefficient of the noisy image
and t = σ 2 log(N), where N is the number of pixels. In
soft thresholding, also known as wavelet shrinkage, the detail coefficients are all subtracted (or “shrunk”) by this fixed
threshold value t:
x̃ˆk = sign(ŷk ) · max(0, |ŷk | − t).
c 2013 The Author(s)
c 2013 The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishing Ltd.

Note that both hard/soft thresholding set t using the standard deviation of the noise σ, which is constant for the
entire image. In adaptive wavelet rendering, Overbeck et
al. [ODR09] modify soft thresholding to use a spatiallyvarying threshold:
x̃ˆk = sign(ŷk ) · max(0, |ŷk | − cs ∆k ),
where ∆k is the standard deviation of coefficient k and cs
is a user-defined constant that trades off between smoothness and wavelet artifacts. Effectively, the ∆k term tries to
account for the fact that σ is spatially-varying in MC rendered images. Although hard/soft thresholding methods try
to minimize the Mean Squared Error (MSE) between x and
x̃, the denoised image x̃ can have objectionable wavelet artifacts because this minimization is done in the spatial domain. Furthermore, AWR uses the orthonormal wavelet basis Cohen-Daubechies-Feauveau (CDF) 9/7 which is not
overcomplete. Previous work has shown that denoising with
bases that are not overcomplete can exacerbate ringing artifacts [PSWS03]. The combination of soft thresholding and
an orthonormal basis is why AWR typically needs at least
32 samples/pixel to produce reasonable images.
To avoid these problems we need to leverage more advanced image denoising techniques. In this paper, we examine two such algorithms, briefly described below. Readers
interested in seeking a complete explanation of these techniques are referred to the original papers.
Bayes Least Squares-Gaussian Scale Mixtures (BLS-GSM)
[PSWS03] – In this method, the noisy image is decomposed
into pyramid subbands at different scales using an overcomplete basis. The noise-free coefficients are then estimated
from the noisy ones using a Bayes least-square estimator.
There are two major differences between this method and
soft-thresholding in AWR which make it more robust: (1)
an overcomplete basis is used to decompose the input image, and (2) the noise-free wavelet coefficients are estimated
using information from neighbors, instead of simple subtraction of a value from the noisy coefficient.
Block-matching and 3D Filtering (BM3D) [DFKE06] - In
this method, the noisy input image is first divided into overlapping blocks of fixed size. For each block, the most similar
blocks in the image are found and stacked into a 3D array.
The wavelet transform of this 3D array is taken and the noise
is attenuated by hard thresholding (Eq. 2). Finally, all the denoised blocks are returned to their original positions and averaged together to produce the denoised image. This process
is repeated to further suppress the noise.
As mentioned earlier, these powerful methods assume a
fixed noise level σ and cannot be used directly for denoising
MC rendering. Fig. 1 shows what happens when one tries to
naïvely apply BM3D to this problem.
4. Our Multilevel Denoising Algorithm
In order to leverage powerful image denoising methods such
as BLS-GSM and BM3D to denoise MC rendering, the noise

adding noise
Std. Dev. = 10

Esmated standard
deviaon
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Figure 1: We used BM3D, a state-of-the-art denoising
method, to denoise the P OOL BALL scene, an inset which is
shown here. In this case, we used two different noise standard deviations (10 and 17). When the noise standard deviation is set to 17, the details on the green surface are removed
but there is still noise on the balls. The result with a noise
standard deviation of 10 keeps the detail on the green surface, but the balls are also noisy. Our complete approach
can keep the details on the surface but removes much of the
noise from the balls.
standard deviation σ locally around every pixel in the image must be first accurately estimated. We must then find a
way to use these spatially-invariant algorithms in a spatiallyvarying manner. In the sections that follow, we describe the
core of our multilevel denoising algorithm.

Figure 2: To show the effectiveness of the MAD metric
for locally stationary noise, we created the test image on
the left with half the pixels set to 25 and the others set to
225. We then added Gaussian noise with different σ values
(from 5 to 50) to the entire image, an example of which is
shown in the middle with σ = 10. The metric in Eq. 3 is
computed for the pixels in the box shown in red and used
to estimate σ̃w(p) . The plot shown on the right shows that
σ̃w(p) accurately tracks the actual σ after averaging over
100 runs. On the other hand, other metrics such as variance and contrast used in the graphics community to estimate noise [Mit87, HJW∗ 08] would fail in this case because
the step edge here affects the results.

4.1. Noise Estimation Metric
The goal of this section is to find a noise map N that estimates the noise standard deviation for every pixel σ̃ p . To do
this, we leverage the median absolute deviation (MAD) introduced by Donoho and Johnstone [DJ94], which assumes
that the noise is stationary inside a small window of pixels w
around the pixel in question:
median(|D01 |)
,
(3)
0.6745
1
where D0 represents the diagonal detail coefficients of the
finest level of the wavelet transform, 0.6745 is a scaling constant which Donoho and Johnstone found to work best in
practice, and σ̃w(p) is the estimated standard deviation of the
noise for the window around pixel p. This metric works reasonably well when the noise is locally stationary (see Fig. 2),
because in practice these wavelet coefficients represent pure
noise [DJ94]. The upward bias due to the presence of a signal at this finest level seen by D01 is addressed by taking the
median, instead of taking the standard deviation of the coefficients directly.
σ̃w(p) =

However, the MAD metric is not enough to accurately estimate the per-pixel noise level because its assumption of
local noise stationarity in a small window is violated when
there are overlapping regions with different Monte Carlo effects. For example, there might be an in-focus object that
overlaps the noisy blur of an out of focus object. This mixing of statistics [SD12] causes problems, as shown in Fig. 3
where artifacts occur around the edges of out of focus chess
pieces if we only use σ̃w(p) as our noise map. To avoid
this problem, the noise level for each pixel should be localized by also taking into account the standard deviation of
the samples at each pixel σ̃s(p) . As in previous approaches

(a) Reference

(b) σ̃ p = σ̃w(p)

(c) Ours, w/o dilation

(d) Our metric

Figure 3: The C HESS scene rendered with 8 samples/pixel is
denoised when (b) σ̃w(p) , (c) our metric without the dilation
process, and (d) our final metric are used as the noise map.
As seen, σ̃w(p) is more global and has problems when there
is a mixture of statistics like the edges of out of focus chess
pieces. However, the combination of σ̃w(p) with σ̃s(p) /µs(p)
in our metric works well everywhere. Our metric without dilation produces noisy results which shows that the dilation
process helps to fill in the holes in the noise map.
(e.g., [HJW∗ 08]), we normalize the pixel samples’ standard
deviation by the average value of the samples in the pixel:
σ̃s(p) /µs(p) . When we weight σ̃w(p) with this per-pixel standard deviation, we get our estimate of the standard deviation
of the noise in each pixel:
σ̃s(p) 1/4
σ̃w(p) ,
(4)
σ̃ p =
µs(p)
where we used a weighted product to combine the two terms
with weights equal to 1/4 and 1, giving slightly more weight
to the σ̃w(p) term. The overall map might have “noisy” σ̃ p
estimates when using a small number of samples. Thus to
make the final noise map smoother, we perform a 3-pixel
dilation process on the σ̃s(p) and σ̃w(p) terms separately before combining them to form σ̃ p to smooth out the map and
fill holes. This dilation simply replaces each value with the
maximum value in its 3 × 3 neighborhood around it, an example of which is shown in Fig. 5. Before we use this noise
map with our multilevel algorithm, we should normalize it
c 2013 The Author(s)
c 2013 The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishing Ltd.
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4.2. Multilevel Denoising Framework
The noise map obtained in the previous section tells us how
much each pixel should be denoised by giving us an estimate
of the standard deviation of the noise level at every pixel,
σ̃ p . We now discuss how to use spatially-invariant denoising algorithms to remove this varying noise. The naïve way
to do this is to repeatedly denoise the entire image using all
the different σ̃ p values, and then select the pixels for the final image from each denoised result that had the appropriate
noise level. This is expensive because there are many different σ̃ p values so this would require invoking the denoising
algorithm hundreds of thousands of times. Furthermore, trying to accelerate this process by selecting only a small region
around each pixel to denoise does not work, since many denoising algorithms like BM3D [DFKE06] use information
from other parts of the noisy image to denoise a particular
block. Therefore we would still need to process a large region in the image for each σ̃ p level to denoise the pixels.
Instead, we propose to accelerate this process by selecting a small subset of standard deviations to denoise which
best represent the varying noise levels in the entire image.
Our basic idea is to apply our denoising filter a small number of times using these representative parameters, and then
select the pixels from these results that had similar noise for
the final image. The idea of accelerating filters by repeatedly
applying them to the entire image using a small discrete set
of filter parameters and then combining the results back together is not new [DD02, RKZ11]. However, previous methods that do this have selected the filter parameters for the
different levels independently of the input data.
Instead, we propose to find the subset of noise levels that
best represent the varying σ̃ p values in our noise map N
by dedicating more denoising steps to the noise levels with
more pixels in the noisy image. To do this, we do something similar to what is done in importance sampling when
we want to select a set of samples from a specific probability density function (pdf). We first compute the cumulative
distribution function (cdf) of the noise map F(N ) and then
invert the cdf using a uniform sampling to get a discrete set
of levels. An illustration of this is shown in Fig. 4. For a desired number of levels L, we compute the standard deviation
for each discrete level i as:
i−1
σ(i) = F −1 (
), i = 1, . . . , L.
(5)
L−1
The number of discrete levels for each scene is best selected according to the noise in the rendered image. We
found empirically that L = ⌈max(σ̃w(p) )/10⌉ gives the best
results for our scenes.
c 2013 The Author(s)
c 2013 The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishing Ltd.
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max(σ̃w(p) ) term allows our denoising to adapt to the maximum noise level in the image. This allows us to keep the g
value constant for all scenes.
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Figure 4: On the left, we show how our algorithm decides
which noise levels to denoise (L = 8). As in standard importance sampling, we uniformly sample the y-axis of the CDF
with L samples and determine where the levels lie in terms of
σ. This gives us a set of discrete levels that has been selected
based on the number of pixels that require that amount of denoising. On the right, we show the denoised images at each
of those levels. Note that 3 levels give the same standard deviation of 0 which makes the actual number of levels 6. The
individual denoised layers are noisy or blurry which shows
that applying a denoising method with a single global σ does
not work. Our multilevel approach produces better results as
shown in Fig. 6.
Once we have the standard deviation of the noise for each
of the L levels, we run the denoising algorithm with each
parameter to produce L denoised images: D1 , . . . , DL . Our
last step is then to combine these denoised images to compute the final image. To do this, we simply interpolate the
pixel value for each final pixel using the corresponding value
from the two levels that are closest in standard deviation to
the given pixel. For example, for the case in Fig. 4, if the
a pixel has σ̃ p = 50, the denoised images with σ = 43.16
and σ = 57.46 would be used to compute its final value. The
simple alpha-blending process to compute each pixel in the
final image I(p) can be written as:
I(p) = α · Dk (p) + (1 − α) · Dk−1 (p),
where k is the minimum i that satisfies σ(i) > σ̃ p and α =
(σ̃ p − σ(k − 1))/(σ(k) − σ(k − 1)).
4.3. Adaptive Sampling Using Noise Estimation
Given the accurate noise metric introduced in Sec. 4.1, an
obvious extension is to use it to adaptively place samples for
reducing the noise. Initially, one might want to use our noise
map N as an importance map, but the two serve different
purposes that make it a less-than-ideal choice. On the one
hand, the noise map needs to be accurate in estimating the
noise at every pixel since inaccuracy will show up as pixelated artifacts in the final result. In the case of the importance
map, however, some inaccuracy is desirable to spread the
samples around a bit more in the noisy regions in an effort
to capture missing detail. For example, if we use N as the
importance map to sample the C HESS scene, we would not
be able to capture the boundaries of the out of focus chess
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next iteration

BM3D [DFKE06] denoising algorithms mentioned earlier.
We implemented the BLS-GSM method in C++ and used
the code provided by Dabov et al. for BM3D. For both algorithms, we used the standard default parameters provided by
the respective authors.

spatial domain wavelet domain
before dilation after dilation
DWT

diagonal detail
coefficients

add more
samples

Eq. 7

DWT

initial image
(2 samples/pixel)

diagonal detail
coefficients

importance map

refined image
(2 + 4 samples/pixel)

Figure 5: Overview of our adaptive sampling algorithm.
pieces correctly. Therefore, instead of using the variance of
the samples in each pixel σ̃2s(p) as we did earlier, we use the
contrast metric proposed by Hachisuka et al. [HJW∗ 08]:
|si − µs(w(p)) |
1
(6)
γs(w(p)) =
∑ µs(w(p)) ,
|s(w(p))| i∈w(p)
where s(w(p)) contains all of the colors of the samples
within window w(p), µs(w(p)) is the average of these samples, and |s(w(p))| is the number of samples. Therefore the
final importance map is:
q
M p = γs(w(p)) σ̃2w(p) .
(7)
As in the noise map calculation, we perform a dilation
process on each of the γs(w(p)) and σ̃2w(p) terms in Eq. 7 to
smooth them out before combining them to compute our importance map. Furthermore, for acceleration we do not compute our importance map at every pixel, but rather divide the
image into non-overlapping blocks and compute it once per
block using the same importance value for the entire block.

Our adaptive sampling algorithm then uses the final importance map M to decide where to allocate its budget of
samples. To do this, we use an iterative approach that uses
part of the budget in each iteration and recomputes the importance map each time for the next iteration. In the first
step, we sample the whole scene with 2 samples/pixel to initialize our importance map. We kept this number small to
do not waste our sample budget by throwing them in regions
that do not need it. After this initialization step, we spend
the remaining sample budget in 3 more iterations. In each of
these, we dedicate 1/7, 2/7 and 4/7 of the number of samples remaining after the initialization step, respectively. We
also adjust the block size for calculating the importance map
to 8, 4 and 2 for each iteration, respectively. An illustration
of our adaptive sampling process is shown in Fig. 5.
Our full algorithm, which uses both adaptive sampling
during rendering and multilevel denoising as a postprocess,
is called adaptive multilevel denoising (AMLD).
5. Results
We implemented the proposed framework in MATLAB and
leveraged its parallel computing toolbox to accelerate the
running time. The adaptive sampling method was implemented in C++ and integrated into PBRT2 [PH10] which
was then run directly from the MATLAB program. To test a
couple of image denoising algorithms with our framework,
we ran our experiments on the BLS-GSM [PSWS03] and

To handle color images, we compute the terms in Eqs. 4
(for the noise map) and 7 (for the importance map) for each
channel separately and then average them before computing
the final noise/importance map value. We also tried applying
weights based on perceptual importance of each color channel (more weight to the green and less weight to the blue
channel). However, the difference in the results was not noticeable. Furthermore, we tonemap the sample values to the
range 0 to 1 before computing these terms because most denoising algorithms work on standard images. As for the parameters of our algorithm, we use a window size w = 8 and
a smoothness parameter (described at the end of Sec. 4.1)
g = 1.5 for BLS-GSM and g = 3 for BM3D. This parameter g is kept constant for all scenes and there are no other
parameters in our code.
All the results shown here were computed on an Intel dual quad-core Xeon X5570 3.06 GHz machine with
16 GB of memory. We compare our results against four
state-of-the-art general Monte Carlo algorithms: Multidimensional Adaptive Sampling (MDAS) [HJW∗ 08], Adaptive Wavelet Rendering (AWR) [ODR09], the method of
Rousselle et al. [RKZ11], and Random Parameter Filtering (RPF) [SD12]. We also show comparisons to algorithms
designed to handle only one specific MC effect, such as
the sheared-filter motion blur (SFMB) method of Egan et
al. [ETH∗ 09]. For all these algorithms, we used the implementations provided by the respective authors. Note that
AWR uses a different rendering system that is accelerated
with a partition traversal algorithm [ORM08], so their rendering times are faster than PBRT and their shading models
are a little different.
In Fig. 6, we begin by comparing our full adaptive framework (AMLD) using two denoising algorithms (BM3D and
BLS-GSM) against AWR, which, like our method, uses only
sample colors and not any higher dimensional feature information. As can be seen, both denoising methods in our
framework produce smooth, high quality results. However,
we found BM3D to be typically faster and better, and therefore we will use it to produce most of the results in the paper.
Furthermore, in comparison with AWR, our approach does
not have the objectionable wavelet artifacts, which are even
worse when the scenes are animated as can be seen in the
supplemental video.
In Fig. 7, we compare our approach with the method of
Rousselle et al. [RKZ11], which is also an iterative filtering technique but it uses a simple Gaussian kernel to remove
the noise. The K ILLEROOS scene has soft shadows on the
sharp lines on the floor which cannot be filtered while simultaneously preserving the sharp edges by the Rousselle et
c 2013 The Author(s)
c 2013 The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishing Ltd.
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(1024 samples/pixel)
1806 seconds

(8 samples/pixel)
34 seconds

75 seconds
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(512 samples/pixel)
1583 seconds

(8 samples/pixel)
70 seconds

157 seconds

148 seconds

109 seconds

(4096 samples/pixel)
782 seconds
Reference

(8 samples/pixel)
6 seconds
After adaptive sampling

11 seconds

33 seconds

19 seconds

AWR

Ours using BLS-GSM
(AMLD)

Ours using BM3D
(AMLD)

Figure 6: Comparison between AWR and our approach for
the (top) C HESS scene with depth of field, (middle) P OOL BALL scene with motion blur, and (bottom) T OASTERS
scene with area light sources and depth of field, all rendered
at 8 samples/pixel.
al.’s method, as pointed out by the authors themselves. Our
method, on the other hand, can produce smooth shadows and
sharp lines. For the T OASTERS scene, the inset on the left
shows detail on the floor that appears sharp in the reference
image. Our method preserves this detail while smoothing the
noise from the soft shadows, but the Rousselle et al. method
blurs the details slightly and produces shadows that are not
fully smooth. Finally, the S IBENIK scene is a challenging
path-traced scene because it still contains significant amount
of noise at 32 samples/pixels. As can be seen, our algorithm
is better at removing the unwanted noise while preserving
the important scene detail. The difference is expected because it is difficult for the Gaussian filter in Rousselle et al.’s
method to compete with a sophisticated denoising algorithm
such as BM3D.
Fig. 8 compares our method with MDAS and RPF on the
P OOLBALL and T OASTERS scenes. These methods use additional feature information and therefore require more memory. Moreover, they have some parameters that we optimized
for each scene to get the best results (in our method all
the parameters are fixed). Our results are both faster and of
higher quality than those produced by MDAS or RPF.
We also compare our adaptive algorithm against the simpler, postprocess multi-level denoising (MLD) version applied on standard, low-discrepancy Monte Carlo samples.
c 2013 The Author(s)
c 2013 The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishing Ltd.

(4096 samples/pixel)
approx. 5 hours
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(1024 samples/pixel)
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(32 samples/pixel)
117 seconds

222 seconds

176 seconds

Reference

After adaptive sampling

Rousselle et al.

Ours using BM3D (AMLD)

Figure 7: Comparison between the Rousselle et al. method
and our method for the (top) K ILLEROOS, (middle) T OASTERS , and (bottom) S IBENIK scenes. Our method is better
able to keep the details and remove the noise.
As can be seen in Fig. 9, the adaptive AMLD method produces slightly better results (MSE for AMLD is 1.42×10−4 ,
and for MLD is 1.54 × 10−4 ). To get the same MSE as our
adaptive algorithm, MLD would only need 4 additional more
samples per pixel, which suggests that there is still benefit
from using our MLD denoising framework separately as a
postprocess if desired.
Indeed, the next two comparisons (shown in Figs. 10
and 11) use standard MC samples as the input to our MLD
algorithm. Fig. 10 compares MLD against different methods on the C AR scene with motion blur, rendered at 4 samples/pixel. In this case, the sheared-filter motion blur algorithm (SFMB) [ETH∗ 09] is specifically designed for motion
blur but our result is comparable to SFMB in many parts of
the image and in some cases better, such as in the shadows
below the car. RPF can handle the shadow below the car better than SFMB, but overblurs the back wall. Our algorithm
is able to preserve the detail in these regions.
For a numerical comparison, we compare the meansquared error (MSE) of our approach with the RPF on the
ROBOTS scene in Fig. 11, which shows our method has
lower MSE than the RPF algorithm for varying sampling
rates. Moreover, the bottom part of the figure shows an equal
time comparison with RPF (we are not able to match the timing exactly because the low discrepancy sampling pattern
requires power-of-two samples). As seen, our method with
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(8 samples/pixel)
475 seconds

(8 samples/pixel)
98 seconds

(8 samples/pixel)
95 seconds

(4096 samples/pixel)
782 seconds

(8 samples/pixel)
875 seconds

(8 samples/pixel)
67 seconds

(16 samples/pixel)
21 seconds

Reference

MDAS

RPF

Ours using BM3D (AMLD)

Figure 8: Comparison between different algorithms for the
P OOL BALL and T OASTERS scenes. Our algorithm is both
faster and has better quality than MDAS and RPF. Note that
the resolution for the P OOL BALL scene in this figure is different from Fig. 6 and thus the timings are different.

Reference (256 samples/pixel)

Input Monte Carlo (4 samples/pixel)

MDAS

SFMB

RPF

Ours using BM3D (MLD)

Figure 10: For this motion-blurred C AR scene (rendered
at 4 samples/pixel), we compare our non-adaptive MLD
method against MDAS, sheared-filter motion blur (SFMB),
and Random Parameter Filtering (RPF).
Mean Square Error

(512 samples/pixel)
1140 seconds

0.0014
0.0012
0.001
0.0008
0.0006
0.0004
0.0002
0

RPF
Ours

8

16

32

64

128

Number of samples per pixel

Reference
(8192 samples/pixel) 4 hours

Reference (1024 samples/pixel)

Our denoising on MC 8spp (MLD)

Our full approach (AMLD)

Figure 9: Results of our approach with and without adaptive
sampling. The MLD method is applied to samples computed
with standard low-discrepancy MC techniques.
64 samples/pixel takes approximately as long as RPF with 8
samples/pixel and generates an image that is better visually
and is an order of magnitude better in MSE.
Finally, in terms of timing, our algorithm is reasonably
fast, taking on the order of seconds to denoise an image. We
have included timing numbers for comparison in most of the
figures. A thorough timing breakdown for the C HESS scene
is shown in Table 1.
6. Discussion, Limitations, and Future Work
The flexibility and simplicity of our framework allows us to
use state-of-the-art video denoising methods to remove the
noise from Monte Carlo renderings of animated sequences.
In the supplemental video, we use our framework with the
BM3D video denoising method [DFE07] and compare the
results with both AWR [ODR09] and RPF [SD11]. Our
method is much faster (less than 10 seconds for an 800 × 600
frame, excluding the rendering time) and has higher quality.

Monte Carlo
(64 samples/pixel) 112 seconds

RPF
(8 samples/pixel) 121 seconds

Ours using BM3D (MLD)
(64 samples/pixel) 132 seconds

Figure 11: (top) MSE comparison of our MLD method
with RPF for the ROBOTS scene with depth of field and
path tracing effects. Note that our algorithm is significantly
faster than RPF for the same number of samples. (bottom) In an approximate, equal time comparison, RPF at 8
samples/pixel takes about 121 seconds and has an MSE of
1.15 × 10−3 , while ours takes 132 seconds to render and
reconstruct 64 samples/pixel with an MSE of 1.46 × 10−4 .
As we discussed in Section 4.1, metrics such as variance
and contrast can often incorrectly identify scene details as
noise. To show the difference in practice, we compare the
sample distribution using the MDAS contrast metric and our
proposed importance metric in Fig. 12. As seen, the MDAS
metric labels the fixed detail in the green surface of the pool
table as noise, wasting many valuable samples in these regions. Our algorithm, on the other hand, correctly focuses
the samples on the motion blur alone.
We also experimented with varying the number of noise
levels L computed during our multilevel denoising process
(see Sec. 4.2). Fig. 13 shows the result of varying this parameter, which provides a tradeoff between quality and speed.
In practice, we found that L = ⌈max(σ̃w(p) )/10⌉ levels were
sufficient to produce the results shown in the paper.
c 2013 The Author(s)
c 2013 The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishing Ltd.
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Step in the algorithm
Calculating importance map
Rendering samples
Adaptive sampling:

Calculating noise map
Denoising levels with BM3D
Combining images
Reconstruction:
Total time for AMLD
Table 1: Timing breakdown for the
rithm on the C HESS scene.

Proposed metric

number of levels we use

Time (secs.) Percentage
0.8
1.1%
33.8
48.2%
34.6
49.3%
2.4
3.4%
32.8
46.7%
0.4
0.6%
35.6
50.7%
70.2
100%
complete AMLD algo-

MDAS contrast metric

Figure 12: Comparison of the sample distribution from
MDAS and our importance metric (Eq. 7). MDAS’s contrast
metric tends to sample the green regions of the pool table
because the texture detail there results in high contrast.
Because we are operating on image-space samples using
only their color information, we cannot always distinguish
noise from scene detail in the general case. For example,
there might be a noisy texture on an object that might be
considered noise by our estimation metric, so we would blur
it. Also, if there is a small noisy region between two smooth
regions (like the edges of the checkerboard in the C HESS
scene in Fig. 6 or the sharp back edge of the floor in the
K ILLEROOS scene in Fig. 7), we might consider it scene detail and preserve it. One possible solution is to perform a
clustering on the samples [SD12] to exclude the smooth regions when we are calculating the noise metric using Eq. 3.
However, this is the subject of future work.
As shown in Figs. 9, 10, and 11, our denoising algorithm
can work without the adaptive sampling stage and still produces good results. The adaptive sampler improves the quality of final results with at cost of small additional time for
computing the importance map, which is negligible in comparison to the entire rendering time as shown in Table 1. Although other adaptive sampling techniques might be used
with our denoising method, the proposed adaptive sampling
method uses a similar metric, making it more compatible
with our denoising method.
Although for most of the scenes we showed the results
with 8 samples/pixel, for some scenes (e.g., S IBENIK) we
needed more samples to get a good quality results. Since
our algorithm estimates the noise variance at each iteration
of its adaptive sampling stage, this value can be used as a
stopping criterion for sampling. Therefore it can continue
the sampling until the maximum standard deviation of the
noise falls below some certain user-defined threshold.
c 2013 The Author(s)
c 2013 The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishing Ltd.

3 levels

4 levels

5 levels

6 levels

Figure 13: Here we vary the number of levels L for denoising , as described in Sec. 4.2. There is a significant difference
in quality between 3 levels and 4, but afterwards there is not
much improvement.
Finally, we note that this work opens several avenues for
future work. First, we only tested a couple of denoising algorithms, since they outperformed state-of-the-art techniques
for Monte Carlo rendering which was sufficient for the purposes of this paper. A thorough, comparative study of stateof-the-art denoising algorithms will have to be conducted
since there are probably other algorithms that work faster
and better. Furthermore, our framework is simple enough
where it might be paired up with GPU-friendly denoising
algorithms in order to remove the noise from stochastic rasterization algorithms for real time applications.
7. Conclusion
Although powerful denoising algorithms have been developed over the years by the image processing community,
they have remained inapplicable for rendering because of
their inherent assumption of spatially-invariant noise. In this
paper, we have presented a way to use general spatiallyinvariant denoising algorithms by first estimating the perpixel noise level followed by a multilevel algorithm that applies the denoising method in a spatially-varying manner. We
showed results for various scenes that outperform state-ofthe-art methods in MC rendering. In the future, as denoising
algorithms improve, our framework will allow us to leverage
newly-developed techniques to further improve the quality
of the results shown in the paper.
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